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^x^:,:ninatian of ':e.al.ds of. German Scout Car.

Oxigin of Ma.teria3.:

On May 20th, 1944, a section of bulletproof plate

bear.i31^ two parts of fillet-welded tapping blocks from a Cermar.

scout car -w^.ts submitted by the Division of MIetallur,,Sy, Army

En.gineca, in,; DesiEn BrancY:a Dg-. art.ment of Munitions and `3upplyr

Jtts va, Ontario. r?ey:4isi. t^ ari No, 648 {^,at T1o a ^t4J, Report

No. 13, Test No. c'; reqL:ested that a complete metallurgical

ext^tnA!:_on be c.arr= ect on the plates and welds. The exam-

ination of the armour plate prope.r was reported in Investigation

No. 1662s dated Jja..ie 12t•h, 1^^4.ç. The present report co-vers an

oxa?::inatlon of the wblds

T;^l^ ^c^^)la^^• of f A.ar.e cut plate ^:^^^r:^ süan^itte^ci^ One

plate was 0o035 inch thick and. a.d a butt weld in the ccaz_trea

lrs addition, nuts had. been wel.ded to the plate to prevent
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slippage  of  bolts carrying attachments ,  The  second plate, 

0.35 inch thick, had been flame-Cut so that two parts cf tap- 

pirei.; blocks still remained attached by fillet welds approximate-

ly  1  inches long. 

• 	1;o Information was available us  to time and place  of 

capture or es to armour performance.  Ii;  would appear that  the 

thin  plate had been supported approximately  2 inches inside 

the bulletproof plate and had  probably been employed  on  the 

spaced  armour principle ,  

object  of Investiiation: 

To examine  the  welds with a view to determining 

weldind quality. 

rrocedurc: 

The samples were fir:It visually  exarUned. 

Figure  1 shows the bulletproof plate and the  parts of tapping 

blocks with their attaching fillet welds.  Figure 2  is from 

the  thinner plate, ohowing  the butt weld in the  centre and  the 

hexagonal nuts tack-welded to  the plate. Fie:tre  3 shows  the 

opposite side of the thinner  plate, &lowing the  butt weld  and 

various bolted attaehments. 

2, 	sections  of the welds In both  plates  were — 

secured,  mounted, and polished. Figurei4  is the  macro  section 

of  the  fillet weld joining  the  tapping block  to the belletprocf 

plate.  Figure 5 shows a transverse section of  the butt  weld 

of the thinner  plate. 

3. Both macro samples were repolished, etched,  and  — 

subjected to a microscopic examination. Figure 6 shows  the 

normal structure  of  the tapping block material and  Figure  7 the 

structure of the heat-affected zone  and fusion  line. Figure 

shows the  normal structure of  the bulletproof  plate; Figure 9, 

the  transition zone structure; and Figure  10,  the structure  of 

1 
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(Procedure, contfd) 

the  heat-affected zone and fusion line. Fié:,ure 11 ohows  the 

structure of the weld metal. 

4.  â naximun  of 2 -";c  inches of f!llet wolds  joiriin  

the tappin blocks to the bulletproof plate was available for 

ai].  tests. After  rerroving a uacro  sample,  an attempt was  rade 

to secure  sufficient weld  me bal  for  a chemical  analy- eis.  The 

table  below lists the results seaured: 

:fold Metal  Analvsis 
- i'er cent  - 

Carbon 	0.20 - 5.56 
:ané,anese 	4.25 	iàelybdenum  

1.11cen 	0065 
Chromium  - 15.80 

5. nardnesa tests viere  made  on  the fillet welde  of 

the bulletproof plate, usin6 a Vickers machine and  a  10-kilouam 

load. 1:he table below liste  the results eecured, each figure 

bein&  the averaL:e of four readings, where a rance  is not tivenG 

Area rested 	Vickers  nardness Number  

Normal  bulletoro:f 
plate 	 475 

Meat-effectelizone, 
bulletproof plate  - 	 613-772 

ormal tappinË 
bloc material 	 155 

neat-affected zone, 
tappinÉ; block 
material 	 168 

:ield metal 	 270-560 

Discuseion: 

A  visual examination ef the samples  indicated  that 

ull  welde uere  made  ln a einle pase, In  the  case of  the  butt -

weld in the thinner  4ate,  a  beek-up  bar was used  but the 

bottom  of the weld showed extensive lack of  penetration  and 

poor  fusion. In  many -places fusion  had  been secured  only  in 

the  upper 'e20  per cent of the eheet  thickness. The tack  welds 

joining the nuts  to  the  back of this plate are obviously 

designed tc facilitate aesembly, in  that  the  nuts  themselves 
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(Discussion, conttd) - 

would be inaccessible in the vehicle. By this means the attacn-

ments can be  bolted down securely  and removed. and  replaced 

readily in service. 

The fillet welds joining the tapping block to  the 

bualetproof  plate are of poor quality. Undercutting is 

extensive  and .severe. This indicates the use of  Inexperienced 

or  indifferent welders  and  low inspection standards.  The use 

of short fillet welds, rather than welding of the entire peri-

pnery 	the  tapping block, is interesting  and may indicate 

an enforcea economy of weld metal. Un the  other hand, the 

pessibility  exists that these welds may be sufficiently strorg; 

to secure a  particular attachment. 

The macro and micro examinations  of the weld in the 

thinner plate  indicated the use  of  a  low-carbon ferritic 

electrode.  A crack was found in the root  of the weld which 

probably orie,inated  in adjacent areas  of  lack  of penetration 

an(/or poor  fusion. 

The macro  und  micro examinations of the fillet welde 

on the bulletproof  plate indicated the use  of  a  low-carbon 

aa3tenitic electrode. It will be noted, from Figure 4, that 

penetration of the aeld metal into ' the armour  plate  it low, aeld 

this may be  a  characteristic of the electrode used, or it may 

be due to welding speed. A low penetration characteristic is 

useful  in  avoiding  the dangers of dilution of  the weld metal 

by armour plate material. The  structures  of  the heat-affected 

zones anc:  the normal materials show nothini„ unusual.  a very 

dellnite possibility exists that these structures  may be 

considerably modified  by  the heat of  the flame-cutting proceee 

used to secure the samples. 

The chemical analysis of the  weld metal  shows  that 

there is a ratio J.eater than 2:1 between chromium  and eicke) 

and that a manganese modified type of  rod  hat been  used  The 
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composition, as shown by the analysis, undoubtedly is affected 

by dilution by tile reetals boin welded. The microscopic exam-

ination and hardness tests reveal that  the  deposited weld metal 

is partially austenitic and is very close to the border line 

separating the ferritic and austenitic conditions.  The  carbon 

content is higher than is usual but this may be the result  of 

pickup from the armour plate. The very low molybdenum content 

miet be expected to cause root cracking difficulties, although 

no root cracks were observed in the welds examined. 

although considerably lower in chromium and nickel 

contents than the electrodes used in this country, it weuld 

appear that the deposited metal has been satisfactory in'its 

application to this particular tapping block. rhe macre sample 

indicated that the electrode has a low penetration character-

istic,  and  it loes not seem likely that dilution of  a regular 

1 3/8  type of electrode coulC have resulted in the analysis 

secured. however,  the use of the same type of electrode, in 

deep  grooves whore dilution is a factor to be considered, could 

easily result  in a liard, brittle ferritic deposit. The use of 

such an electrode in  this country would be forbidden.  The 

;ompceition may indicate  a  growing scarcity of  critical alloys 

P's  enforced economy of their use. 

The hardness tests show unusually  hi ji hardnesses 

with reard to both armour plate and  its heat-affected  zone. 

The :lardness of the normal bulletproof plate and  its  composition 

are  such that it would not be considered a  readily weldable 

armour  plate in this country. The hardness of the heat-affected 

zone is in excess of that at which crackin;  troubles may be 

expected. There is reason to believe, in the light of 

experience obtained hero, that the ballistic performance of  the 

armour  and Its welds would fall considerably below our eccept-

Erne° standards. 

t 
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CONCLU:UONS:  

1. All welds examined are  made in a  single  passe  

2. Welds In thin plate are  definitely defective, 

: showing  extensive lack of  penetration and . poor  fusion. 

3. telds on bulletproof  plate show  considerable — 

undercutting  and  would be unacceptable by our standards. 

4 	el2s  on bulletproof plate  have  been made with 

the  use  of  a manganese modified austenitic  electrode.  The 

composition  of the  deposited metal reveals lower chromium  and.  

nickel than would be considered suitable here. 

5 . The  hardness of  the  bulletproof plate is consid-

erably above that which is acceptable in  this country. Its 

composition hae, resulted  in hi11 hardnesses  in the heat-affected 

zones  of  welding, to  a  degree which Canadian  experience 

indicates would result  in poor ballistic performance. 
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1. 

FLAME-CUT bULLETPRJOV PLATE 
SAMPLE, lAS RECEIVED 1 . 

:Irrolmrs point to fillet welds joining tapping 
blocks to armour plate Note proximity of 
flame-cut ed1;e to welds examined, 
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Figure  2 • 

FLAME-CUT  THIN PLATE 
SAMPLE,  'AS  RECEIVED'. 

Arrows point to butt weld in centre. 
Note lack of penetration. Arrows 
also point to nuts tack-welded  to 
plate. 



(j'abel, 

Fiure  3. 

OPPOSITE  SILk. OF THIN  PLATE 
 ,;HOWN IN FIGU11 2. 

ârrows point to butt weld in centre. 
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X3, etched in 1 per cent HC1 und 
4 per cent picric acid in alcohol. 

LACRu 31iCTIUN  OF  PILLET  VELD  JOIN- 
ING TAPFINJ I3LOCK  TL, ARMOUR PLATE. 

Arrow points to severe undercut  part17 
filled with slag. Note low penetration 
and  narrow heat-affected zone. 
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Figure  5.  

X47, etched in 1 per cent liC1 and 
4 per cent picric acid in alcohol. 

UCH() SECTION OF BUTT OE,'Ll) IN THIN PLârTc?.. 

Note crack at root of weld, probably orisin-
ating in adjacent areas of lack of pene-
tration and/cr poor fusion. Low-carbon 
welded metal; 



X500, etched in 1 per cent HC1 and 
4 per cent picric acid in alcohol. 

NORMAL STRUCTURE OF TAPPING BLOCK MATERIAL. 

Pearlite in a matrix of  ferrite. 
ft.& 

Figure 7. 

X500, etched in 1 per cent  HCâ. and 
4 per cent picric acid in alcohol. 

HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE (LOW-CARBON MARTENSITE) 
AND  FUSION  LINE OF TAPPING  BLOCK MATERIAL. 
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-ure  C. 

IMMIânetWe 

X300, etchod In 1  per  cent HC1 and 
4 per cent picriC  acid in alcohol. 

NoRmAL STRUCTURE OP BULLET:ROOF PLAT. 
Tampered martehsite. 

X500,  etched in 1 per cent FiC1 and 
4 par cent picric  acid in alcohol. 

sUalISITICN ZONE OF BULLETPROOF PLATE. 
Note spheroidizing effect on carbides. 
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X500, etched in. 1 per cent H01 and 
4 per cent picric acid in alcohol. 

STRUCTURE OF HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE (COARSE, 
TEMPERED MARTENSITE) AND FUSION LINE 

OF BULLETPROOF PLATE. 
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Zlzure  

X500, etched in 1 per  cent  HC1 and 
4  per cent  picric  acid. 

STRUCTURE OF :iELD METAL. 

Hyper-eutectic cementite in a matrix of austenite. 
•••••••••• 

HJN:LB. 


